this paper, we develop a discrete age-dependent population model by applying a finite difference scheme to the McKendrick type population equation. The properties of the system are analyzed. The convergence of the sequence of solutions and the critical fertility to those of the continuous model are proved (ss the age step approaches zero).
INTRODUCTION
We consider here a discrete population model which results from applying a certain finite difference scheme to the McKendrick type partial differential model considered in [l] . By proving some qualitative properties of this discrete system and the convergence of the sequence of solutions of the discrete problems (as the age step approaches zero), we thereby establish that the discrete model indeed converges to the continuous model. A finite difference scheme has been presented in [2] , but here our approach is different in that the resulting discrete system remains a population model with the important critical fertility index converging to the counterpart of the ~ontinuo~ model, i.e., our discretization is both mathematic~ly and biologi~~~y meaningful.
As in ]l], p(r, t) denotes the popuIation density at time t and in the age interval (T, T + dr), 
(i) There exists a unique solution p(r, t) = eAtpo(r) to equation (3) for typo E X, where eAt is the CO-semigroup generated by A P(T, t) 6 c#A =)I; Xl;
(ii) X E u(A), the spectrum of operator A, if and only if X is the root of F(X) = 1 -p J " k(r)h(r) e--C b4p)dp 0% = 0.
(5) r1 (iii) The operator A has a real dominant eigenvalue X0. X0 = 0, if and oniy if@ is equaf to the critical fertility & given by
When P = A,, lim p(r, t) = CO e -.c , P(P) dp t-co (6) (7)
For a given integer M > 0, let 6 = r&&f. We denote by Ii the interval [(i -l)b,i6], then a discrete system relating to equation (3) where PO6(T) = zoi, for T E Ii, i= 1,2 )...) M. This is possible because PO(T) E X, which is always assumed in the sequel. In particular, one can take xgi = po( (i -1)s) when PO(T) is continuous. Please note that the term Sqi in our difference scheme (9) is different from that of [2] , since instead of our condition (l), it was assumed there that the death function is bounded.
Define
We shall prove later that pa(r, t) defined by (12) is an approximation of p(r,t), the solution of system (3).
THE DISCRETE SYSTEM
Now, we first study system (9), since it can be considered as a population model by itself. Let
Then, system where X(j) = 
The characteristic polynomial of (13) is (9), given by
In this case, the unique positive eigenvector corresponding to ,&5 = 1 is
where -PW b2(1+ b4W).
(v) when /3 < @if', X06 < 1.
Theorem 2 tells us that the critical fertility Pb,6' plays a similar role as & defined by (6) for the continuous system. It is an important index concerning the stability of the discrete system (9). The relation between the two indices is described by the following proposition. 
where &5*(r) = CO& (6),forTEli,i=1,2 ,...) M.
PROOF. For 6 < ~1, = 2 G(kh)j e-sd6 pb)dp dr + o(6) 
This completes the proof of Part (i). The second part is similar, but involves some tedious computations which we omit. 
N(t) I CON(O), for all t E [0, r,],
where C = exp independent of 6.
PROOF. Let t E I,+l. Then

N(t) = N(j + 1) = &&j + 1)
and hence, N(j) 5 N(0) eihrm = C . N(O), here zh = reyzQl k(r)h(r).
THE MAIN RESULT
Our main result is the following theorem.
THEOREM 3. Let p6(r, t) be defined by (12) and let p(r, t) be the solution of equation (3). Then we have
J orm b6(r7 t) -P(r, t) 1 dr -+ 0, aS6-+0,
which holds uniformly in any finite inter& t E [0, T], 0 < T < 00, as 6 goes to zero.
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove the theorem for t E [0, r,,J. Since, if (23) holds in [0, rm] then,
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We can consider pa(r, T,,J and p(r, r,) as the initial conditions with the starting point t = T, of (13) and (3), respectively, and deduce that (23) holds in [rm, TZ,.,J. Hence, the general situation follows. Furthermore, by Lemma 2, we only need to prove that for any fixed r, < T,,,
The following ~guments used to prove the above fact are mainly based on estimate (22). To simplify notations, we consider (22) (1 -6qo). . . (1 -157ji_~) -e--C'p(P)dp 1
Pdi,.i)-P6(i-jl,O)e -s,'_, it(p) dp dr k(s)h(s)&(s, t -r) ds e -SOT P(P) dp dr J T2 k(s)h(s)p6(s, t -r) ds e-K '(" dp dr Tl k(S)h(s)p6(S,t -r)dse-Kp(P)dp The estimate above Ms is similar to that of Ms. Here it is omitted. So we have proved that for t I r In the last step above, we stop the process until t -r -s -T -.. . 5 ~1. The proof is now complete. Theorem 3 tells us that the discrete pa(r, t) can be considered as the age distribution of the population if the initial discrete &?oS(r) is, or in fact, &i(i, j) can be considered as the total number of individuals aged in [(i -1)6, iS> and in time period [(j -1)6,jS) if the initial condition psa(i) is the number aged between (i -1)6 and i6 in the time period [0,6).
The foliowing numerical example also demonstrates the success of this method. Take fl = 2 and the parametric functions are as follows: The solution of (3) is then found to be P(T, t) = PO(~ -t> e -.I:_, P(P) dp 7 I-L t, J ra p(r,t) = P k(s)h(s)po(s -t + r) e -~~~,+~~(p)dPdSe-~~p(p)dp, r < t.
(*)
r1
We obtain the corresponding approximate critical for 6 = 1/100,1/1000, and l/10000, respectively, and the approximate distribution pa(r, 0.2) for 6 = l/80. To obtain Figure 4 , the 80x80 matrices are involved, which is the maximal matrix order for our IBM-PC compatible.
A FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEME FOR LOGISTIC POPULATION MODEL
In this section, we shall design a finite difference scheme for the following logistic population model a* + q$?Q = -p(r)p+, t) -Kf(N(t))p+, t), 0 < f < rm, P%7 0) = Po(7-), 0 I r I Tm, J ot bY!b) -K%)~ dp. 
